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Health insurance

Nash lawsuit
in limbo
The deadline for the Nash
family and their attorney Janice
Weiss to file a response to
Western has yet to learn if
Western's motion was yesterthe family of a four-year-old
day. Western General Counsel
Bowling Green girl in need of a
Deborah Wilkins said Western
bone marrow transhad not received a
plant will drop the
response from the
family
lawsuit it filed against
Nashes or Weiss yesthe university in
terday afternoon.
August.
The decision by
Bowling
Green
Western to pay for
City Commission canPresley Nash's transdidate Brian "Slim"
plant, a $500,000 profor the
Nash and Western emcedure, and the pendployee Staci Nash filed
ing lawsuit will cause
the suit after HCC
employee insurance
Life, which handles
from
premiums to rise next
Western
insurance
year, Wilkins said yescommunity
claims over $75,000,
terday.
denied coverage for
fund
Until the university
their daughter, Presley.
learns whether the
HCC Life claims
Nash family will drop
the Food and Drug
its lawsuit, administraAdministration classifies the tors are unsure about what that
transplant procedure as experiincrease could amount to.
mental, and therefore ruled that
Any legal fees brought on by
it would not pay for it.
the pending lawsuit will be paid
Western filed a motion to for out of the insurance reserve
dismiss the lawsuit last month pool. Western has already spent
after administrators agreed to $10,625 in legal fees on the
pay for the procedure, minus a case, Wilkins said.
$1,400 deductible, using money
"In the next 30 days, the unifrom the university's faculty versity must set its insurance
and staff health insurance
See NUN fAllE 3
reserve pool.
BY MAI HOANG

Herald reporter

The

raised
about
$65,000

procedure

Edward Linsmier/Herald

Roek on: Blake Smith, far right, a friend of the Lonesome Road Travelers, gets on stage with guitarist
Kyle Daniel and bassist Jason Williams, far left, at a show at State Street Pub on Aug. 30.
See Story, Page 3.

raisers.

Papa John's, Domino's, Dough Boy's or Pizza Hut?

Pizzerias ponder Big Red payment
Auxiliary Services director Rob Chrisler
said Western sent out a proposal last month to
local pizza companies to gauge if there was
interest in such an undertaking.
Four local pizza delivery services expressed interest - Papa John's, Domino's,
Dough Boy's and Pizza Hut.
These companies are expected to submit
proposals early next month, outlining what
they will provide to students if they are cho-

BY BETH SEWELL

Herald reporter
" A place where pizza is considered a fifth
food group, Western may be close to making
it easier for students to pay for delivery.
By Dec. 1, a proposal that would allow
students to pay for delivery pizza with Big
Red dollars, dining dollars or meal plan dollars may become reality, said Dining Services director Barry Wells.

sen to head the new service.
Chrisler said discount prices for delivery
will be a main selling point.
"Students need to get the same discounts
available on campus," Chrisler said. ''There·
shouldn't be a punishment for using your
card."
The prospect of students using their Big
SE£ PIZZA PAGE 3

Student government

Funds still missing
BY MOLLY O'CONNOR

Herald reporter

'1 hope the students are as excited as we are. ''

Crowd watches grand opening of dorms
BY LAURA HAGAN

Herald reporter
The crown jewel of the revitalized central
;area of Westem's campus was dedicated in a
'ceremony Tuesday.
· And the community plaza between
Northeast and Southwest Halls lived up to its
name. Students, workers and Western offi.cials grabbed a pair of scissors, each cutting
'the ribbon on an area that just two years ago
'was lined with parallel-parked cars, broken
sidewalks and burnt up landscaping.
Now a twisting sidewalk, new plant beds,
·state-of-the-art ,lighting and posh red brick:work invite pedestrians onto what used to be
,Virginia-Garreh Avenue.
, "I hope the students are as excited as we
are," said Brian Kuster, director of Housing
:and Residence Life. "I'm pleased to see the
•hard work come to completion."
The ceremony marked the rededication of
:the directional dorms and their official
SEE DORMS PAGE 6

.'

Spe~ch >

There are still no answers
two weeks after Student Government Association members
first raised questions about
money missing from the organization's budget.
Scott Taylor, former Student
Activities and Organizations
director, and other SGA executive council members have not

provided documentation of
where the $5,000 in question
went.
In Spring 2001, SGA passed
a bill allotting the year's leftover money to build a gazebo
and make other campus improvements. About $8,000 was
left in the budget at that time,
$5,000 of which was for the
gazebo.
SEE FUNDS PAGE 5

Doe leaves team
© 2002 College Heights Herald
BY KYLE TUCKER

Herald reporter

Patricia Hess/Herald
Nickle MIiier, a resident assistant at Central Hall, attended the ribbon cutting at the directional halls Tuesday afternoon.

Michael Doe, the 7-foot-2,
185-pound freshman always
thought to be lacking in
weight but not in expectations, has opted to end his
Western basketball career
before it starts.
His family and Western's
athletics department con-

firmed last night that Doe has
withdrawn from classes and
will leave school.
His father, Peter, told the
Herald the former Hilltopper
big man is leaving Bowling
Green today to return to his parents' home in Fort Walton
Beach, Fla.
Peter Doe said Michael made
the decision early this week.

Su Du PAGE 5

"40,000 people a year seem to be getting HIV.''

:Pulitzer winner says health is a security issue
.'

BY ADRIANE HARDIN

Herald reporter
The United States is more concerned with
, marketing drugs that will help grandpa keep
' his erection and his hair than they are with
:solving the global health problem.
At least that's what Pulitzer Prize winning
journalist Laurie Garrett said Tuesday night.
Garrett was the first guest lecturer sponsored by Western's Cultural Enhancement
Committee.

Even though Van Meter auditorium was
far from full, several students came to listen
to Garrett, the only journalist who has been
awarded all three major journalism awards
- the Peabody, the Polk and the Pulitzer.
Garrett's talk focused on how Americans
can solve the global health problem and stop
bioterrorism.
She said in the post-Sept. 11 world,
America should be more concerned than ever
with funding global health reform projects.
"Public health is a national security

issue," Garrett said.
She calmly took a sip of water and flipped
to a slide of a smallpox victim. A gasp rose
from the audience when they saw the photograph of a man completely covered in tiny
red dots.
There are all sorts of problems contributing to the downfall of public health - lack of
interest from the government, the marketing
of drugs that are not vaccines and a general
SE£ GARRETT PAGE 9

Food on your mind?

Bring it on, Ransdell

On Tuesday:

SGA will sponsor a forum on
food services on Oct. 17, where
students can dish out ideas. Page 6.

SuperPicks columnist Hollan
Holm challenges President Gary
Ransdell to arm wrestle. Page 9.

How does it feel to be a lower-priority sports team? Find out
from Western soccer players.

Samuel M. Simpkins/Herald
Laurie Garrett, winner of the Peabody, Polk and Pulitzer
prizes, spoke in Van Meter Auditorium Tuesday night.

Of

"(Wkuherald.com) is better
than most pro sites out there."
- Andrew Locke, director of
multimedia, MSNBC.com. :
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Achievements

Hide 'n Seek

Prof and alumnus
win state awards

editing the Southern Folklore
Journal.
David Lee, dean of Potter
Western was well represented College, is proud of Brady's
at the 2002 Governor's Board of accomplishment.
Regents meeting this week in
"(Brady's) an absolutely outLexington.
standing faculty member, a wonFolk Studies professor Erika derful classroom teacher and
Brady and Western alwnnus Col. great writer," _said Le~, who
Terry Wilcutt, an astronaut, won assisted Brady m prepanng her
awards from the Kentucky application. "And her community
Advocates for Higher Education. service goes well beyond the
Brady is the first faculty mem- campus."
ber at Western to win the Acom
Trey Grayson, a member of
award, given to the state's most the Kentucky Advocates for
accomplished teacher.
Higher Education and chair for
"It took my breath away," this year's Acom award selection
Brady said. "The beginning of the committee, quoted the last paraastonishment was being nominat- graph of Brady's application
ed. There are so many good fac- essay in his speech prior to preulty members (at Western), and senting her with the award: 'The
only one per institution is cho- work itself rewards me just about
sen."
as much as I can stand - and
Brady was awarded a hand- maybe just a little bit more."
carved plaque, displaying an
Jenny Sevcik/Herald
Wilcutt received the OAK
Destin! Anderson, under shelf, accompanies her mother, Drakesboro senior Cheryle Ellison, as she purchasacorn and leaves, symbolizing the award, an acronym for Outes books at the campus bookstore for her secondary education degree. Destini said that when she grows up
phrase, "Mighty oaks from little
standing Alumnus or Alwnna of
she wants to be a teacher or a veterinarian.
acorns grow."
Kentucky. Three OAK awards
Brady, who began teaching at were handed out.
Western in 1989, once worked on
Other winners were Unia project with the Library of
versity of Kentucky alumnus Lee
Congress to return archived
T. Todd Jr. and Transylvania
American Indian artifacts to the
alumnus Edward A. Eckenhoff.
respective tribes that once owned
Wilcutt graduated from
Reports
parked in Egypt lot. There them. She graduated from
Western
with a degree in mathewas no damage to the vehi- Harvard College in 1973.
matics in 1974. He taught high
♦ Stephanie L. Rose, Po- cle.
Since coming to Western, she
school math for two years before
land Hall, reported Tuesday a
began hosting "Barren River
♦ A female student reporjoining
the United States Marine
CD player worth $170 stolen ted Sunday receiving eight Breakdown" on WKYU-FM,
Corps. WJ.lcutt became an astrowhich focuses on roots music or,
from her 1994 Jeep Wrangler harassing telephone calls.
as she prefers, "music with naut in July 1991, after being
roots." She also spent 10 years selected by NASA the previous
year.
He is the first Kentucky native
to make it into space, having been
four times. He served as mission
commander in 1998 and 2000,
and worked on both Mir and the
International Space Station.
Grayson said in his speech that
WJ.lcutt takes Western memorabilia with him during each mission into space, adding that he has
been seen waving his red towel in
broadcasts sent back to Mission
Control.
Provost Barbara Burch said it
Tender cuts of
was
a significant accomplishment
all-white-meat
for
Western
to have a faculty
chicken breast with a
member
and
an alumnus win
kick of Buffalo flavor
awards.
baked right in.
"Anytime you have two of our
Try a 10-pc. order
own recognized by someone outside of the school, especially with
for Just $5.99
with any pizza purchase
so many outstanding nominees,
it's pretty special," she said. "This
speaks highly of the institution as
CHECK OUT OUR
ROOMS
a whole."
Serving West B.G. & WKU:
BY JOSH COFFMAN

Herald reporter
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Reach Josh Coffman at news
@wkuherald.com
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ABOUT CLUB REnTAL

Road closings Saturday
The following roads will
close Saturday for The Medical
Center lOK run:
Closed from 6 to 11 a.m.: Big
Red Way from 15th Street to
University Boulevard.
Closed from 7:30 to 10:30
a.m.: University Boulevard;
Nashville Road from Loving
Way to Campbell Lane· Nonna!
Drive from University' to Kiss
Me Quick Avenue; Regents
Avenue and Dogwood Avenue.
Closed from 7:30 to 9 a.m.:
Creason Street from University
to Maryian Avenue· Cedar
Ri~ge from Mar;Ian to
Umversity;
Marylan and
Sumpter Avenue.
Closed from 8:30 to 10:30
a.m.: Campbell from Nashville
to McIntosh Street; Smallhouse
Road from Campbell to Claggett
Avenue; Western Avenue from
Campbell to Rockingham Lane;
Th?roughbred Drive, Sycamore
Dnve, Patrick Way, O'Shea
Stceet, Newman Way McGL.regor Co~ McCubbin, Drive,
1nd
_ en Dnve, Limerick Court,
Highland Way and Dublin
Street.
-AdamEadms

mber 26, 2002
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NASH: No
comment
on suit
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

Edward Linsmier/Herald
Brandon Pratner, Jenny Mills, Whitney Vanderpool and Western senior Lindsey Rowe, all of
Louisville, attend a Lonesome Road Travelers show at State Street Pub.

Local bands try to break through
BY ZACK SPARKS

Herald repo1'ter
Different instruments are littered around their house, and
amplifiers are placed at strategic
locations.
It's the home of Foxhole, a
group of local musicians.
The Bowling Green music
scene may not be as strong as bigger cities, but Foxhole and The
Lonesome Road Travelers are
just two of the many bands that
can be seen weekly, fighting the
uphill battle of trying to make it in
the music business.

'Music in Bowling
Green?'

1407
US31w
By-Pass

Russellville
Rd.

783-8697

746-9856

,.., , l

• J

,

;

-r

2
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Members of both bands agree
that the future of the Bowling
Green music scene is looking up.
"It comes and goes," said Dan
Robinson, 17, a senior at Greenwood High school and lead guitar
player for The Lonesome Road
Travelers. "The past couple of
years it has slowed down, but it is
starting to pick back up."
Louisville junior Greg Leppert, the trumpeter for Foxhole,
seems to agree.

"Music in Bowling Green?" relatively simple.
Leppert said skeptically. "BowlBut to find gigs to play in
ing Green is definitely lacking in Bowling Green, Daniel said you
some areas, but that means there's have to make a name for yourself.
lots of room to grow."
McBroom said that finding
Leppert and Louisville junior good gigs is difficult.
Nathan McBroom, another Fox"It's very easy to get gigs, but
hole member, say there are plenty good gigs, maybe not," he said.
of bands that come through ''There really are not a lot of peoBowling Green from big cities, ple at shows."
such as Louisville and Nashville.
Most members of both bands
And they sport varied musical also vouch for the difficulty found
styles, though rock music is prob- in balancing a busy school and
ably the most popular type local- work schedule with their roles in
ly.
the band.
The emergence of rap group
Robinson doesn't exactly
Nappy Roots has also had a large attest to the same problem.
effect on local music as a whole.
"In theory, it should (pose a
McBroom acknowledges the problem), but I tend to blow off
influence of Nappy Roots in the school," he said. "I see this as my
music of Foxhole.
profession."
"You can't come out of
Bowling Green without having Reach 'Zack Sparks al
'Aw Naw' in your soul," features@wkuherald.com.
McBroom said with a smile.

'I see this as
my profession'

The LQnesome Ro11td
Traveler$ will be playing at

According to the band members, making it in the music
business is not that hard on a
local level. Both say that finding
shows to play and to watch is

10 p,m, Saturday at $tate
Street Pub.
Foxhole i$ on hiatus for
the semester.

premiums for the following calendar year," she said. "Without
some explanation from the
Nashes how much money they
want, we have no way of knowing what those premiums should
be."
Brian Nash said the family
has raised about $65,000 from
community fund raisers. All the
money will go toward medical
costs incurred by the family.
''We fully intend to use the
money for what it was raised,"
he said.
The Nashes are at a Minnesota hospital where their
daughter is receiving treatment.
If the family puts the money it
has raised toward medical costs,
it may lower the amount the university would have to pay out of
the reserve pool, Western attorney John Grise said.
Nash would not comment on
the lawsuit and referred all questions to Weiss, who also refused
to comment.
Mathematics professor Claus
Ernst, a member of Westem's
Benefits Committee, said faculty
and staff insurance premiums
could rise as much as $28.75 per
month per employee because of
Western's agreement to pay for
the transplant.
But Ernst said the Nash family cannot be blamed for the
increase in insurance premiums.
''The point is, if you participate in an insurance plan, the
agreement is to share the costs,"
he said.
Ernst said he is hopeful that
similar lawsuits will not become
commonplace. He said Western
needs to work with HCC Life to
clarify what the company will or
will not cover if a large claim is
filed in the future.
''There could be such a problem," he said. "So we will do
what it takes not to do it again."
Reach Mai Hoang at
news@wkuheraldcom.

PIZZA: Four companies interested
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
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$5.99

$9.49

12 pack 12 oz cans

18 pack 12 oz cans

Red cards to purchase delivery
pizza is appealing to pizza companies, Chrisler said, because it is
a guaranteed payment. Instead of
dealing with checks that may
bounce and crumbled-up dollar
bills, the pizza company will
swipe a student's card and money
will be taken from the account.
The pizza company that is
chosen will be the only pizza
company in Bowling Green
allowed to accept Big Red cards
as payment for delivery. Chrisler
said that aspect plays a major role
in the interest shown by the four
companies.

''It's only worth it to the company if they have the exclusive
rights," Chrisler said. "It's just
like we do with Pepsi. They
offered more than Coke, so that's
why we only have Pepsi on campus."
In return for the expected benefits, the pizza company chosen
by Western will pay a percentage
of its commission to the university and Aramark, Western's food
service provider. That percentage
hasn't been determined.
Barbourville freshman Kerri
Mitchell said she heard about the
new program and can't wait until
it is implemented.

"I think it will be so much easier for them and for us," Mitchell
said. ''You might be running low
on cash every now and then, but
you always have your Big Red
card."
Mitchell said the only thing
she still isn't clear on is how she
will tip the delivery person.
"I don't know if that part is
still going to be cash or if we have
to tell them how much we want to
tip them and have them take it off
that way," Mitchell said. "I guess
it depends on who gets the deal."
Reach Beth Sewell at
news@wkuherald.com

Light &
Ice
Come celebrate with

$4.99
18 pack 12 oz cans

Beth Sar Shalom
Messianic Congregation

12 pack 12 oz Cans

!:i:arM:s:lte.dA.I~}

Jim Be~m

$10.99
750 ml

$15.99

lfjlldll1q
1

$

7.49

750 ml

$12.99

Seagram's Gin

Bacardi Rum

$7.99

$9.99

750 ml

750 ml

1-1~·•:.
$14.99

E & J Brandy

$7.99

Sukkot
(Feast of Tabernacles)

This Saturday A~ernoon, Sevt. 28, 2002
2pm-6pm
On the grounds of Trinity Freewill Bavtist
4550 Smallhouse Road
(Across from Ba$il Griffin Park)

.

For more information, call 393-0507
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tact:
"Congress shall make no law ...
abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press ... "

Editor Caroli11r l}nch:
editor@wkuhl'rald.cmn
News ediwr Re:r. Hall Jr.:
11ewJ@wk11hrrald.com
OpmiOII editor Brand} Warr,•n:
herald@wkuherald.mm
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Editorial:'

It's time for another faculty member to step up.

Letters to the editor.

Gamma Sig overlooked

Indeed, warring factions
researc h •
'be
h'
wouId seII off rival
. tn
. sl to w 1te
s this JUSllfy s athvery
and
traders. Doe
b
the immorality that ensued ( e ~eed.
d l'.omication rape, beatmgs,
mg an l'
• '
f f .
and ripping apart o am1murders,
.
Id 1.k
I'm sure Mr. Bntt wou 1 e us
I . ?)
·
toiesforget
about the slaughter of 6 mt·1lion Jews in ovens and gas chambers
as well. After all, none of us personally took part in it, so why should we
care?
It does strike me as strange that he
doesn't feel the Ku Klux Klan has
gone too far.

This is written in response to Ms.
McLaughlin's letter, "All greeks do
community service." ... It is obvious
that you really do not know anything
about my organization. If you did, you
would know Gamma Sigma Sigma is
not a new sorority. We have been in
existence since 1952 and have been at
Western since 1968.
That being said, why are you getting so defensive about our little article? At no time did we state that social
organizations do not perform community service. How can you possibly
Derek Owsley
say the work of social sororities is
junior from South Bend, Ind.
overlooked when the mud volleyball
you spoke of was on the front page of
the Herald? How often do you see ser- Britt was right
vice groups like Gamma Sig, Circle K
1 salute Joshua Britt for taking a
or Omega Phi Alpha in the paper - let stand. To write something of that
alone the front page? If anyone is nature in this day and age takes quite a
overlooked on this campus, it is us.
bit of courage and considerable fortiYou are correct in stating that many
tude.
groups hold social events to raise
I believe what Mr. Brill expressed
money for various organizations, and
in his Jetter is a result of the pent-up
that's great. However, we earn almost
frustration and alienation that many
ALL of our service hours through volEuropean-Americans, especially hetunteering our time and work. I'm not
erosexual
males, feel as a result of the
trying to say social groups do not do
myriad forms of reverse
volunteer work, but I
discrimination
found on
am sure many cannot "I
television,
in
the
classsay they perform AT
room
and
in
the
workLEAST one service proplace. White Americans
ject every week.
compare service are
compelled to "tread
You state that your
on
egg
shells" lest we
sisters also perform 15 hours, because
offend
a
"minority's"
senservice hours a semes- we
come
out
sibilities.
ter. Fifteen hours is just
At Western, there is an
a minimum for us. I
entire
DEPARTMENT
don't suggest you start
- Chinelle Smith set aside for the benefit of
trying to compare serRadcliff junior "minority" students. There
vice hours, because we
are fraternities and sororiwill come out on top.
ties
solely
for
black students.
. . .Do not think that I have anything
Imagine
the
immediate recriminaagainst any social organizations. As a
tions
and
cries
of
"racism,"
should white
matter of fact, since you do so much
students,
heaven
forbid,
ever
attempt to
community service, our chapter would
love to collaborate with anyone on a take part in, or form a white organization such as the previously mentioned
service project.
black
fraternities and sororities.
Chinelle Smith
Are
wholly black organizations not
Radcliffjunior
"racist," then, by the same principle?
"Black pride" is OK, but not white?
Britt's letter stereotypical
. . . It seems to me that on the rare
I found Joshua Britt's letter occasion any black individual or enter"African American Activists have prise is criticized, the criticism is fregone too far" (Sept. 17) to be nothing quently labeled "discrimination" or
but stereotypical and ignorant There "racism."
Indeed, it is quite the spectacle how
are plenty of black people who don't
we
whites bend over backwards to
wish the word "nigger" to be used by
avoid
that most feared of labels, the
anyone, let alone their own people.
big
R-word.
Many white people seem to think
Celebrate your history, but don't
rappers and comedians are the only
blacks in America or even that these force it on the rest of us. Slavery was
select few are an accurate representa- bad, granted. Key word: WAS. It no
tion of the whole. This is understand- longer exists here ...
With scholarships being awarded
able, being that most white folks don't
on
the basis of "skin color," and whole
have any personal relationship with a
academic
departments and TV chanblack person. (However, it is interestnels
devoted
to you, how can you realing to note that the vast majority of rap
records are purchased by young ly look anyone straight in the face and
say you are "oppressed" or "discrimiwhites.)
nated" against?
I have a hard time believing someIf anything, "discrimination" exists
one such as Colin Powell ever uses
in
your FAVOR. If you want true
that word, but of course you don't see
"equality"
as you say, then you should
him with a million dollar recording
eschew affirmative action, "minority"
deal or HBO special.
All black folks aren't on scholar- scholarships and organizations like the
ship. Where's my scholarship? Don't I NAACP. Stand on your own merit.
get a scholarship just for being bira- That is TRUE equality. Everyone is
cial? No. All ethnic groups have schol- equal under the law of this land. Why
arship programs, whether they be the_ ~eed for more "Civil Rights"
act1V1sm? Is true equality the goal of
Italian, Japanese, Polish or Native
such
American. People who have scholar- ment?activism, or preferential treatships earn them.
Zak Cummins
Perhaps Mr. Britt should do some
Princeton sophomore

don't suggest
you start trying to

will
on top."

FACUlTY REGENT

It's a tough job, but faculty
need to fill regent position
Help wanted: Faculty regent needed
Seeking an energetic Westem
faculty member to replace current
faculty regent Mary Ellen Miller
on the Board of Regent,;.

Three year tenn. must be at
least an assistant professor. Lots
of extra work required. No extra
pay or bonuses for accepting the

position. No courseload reduction.
Perks? Being a voice for faculty member~. What more could
you ask for?

Nominations due to Robert Dietle by friday Sept. 27
ast week, Mary Ellen
Miller announced her
decision not to place her
name on the ballot in
next's month faculty regent election.
Miller has served faculty members
well in her time as regent.
But, Miller's finished.
It's time for another faculty member to step up.
As of Wednesday morning, only
one person had decided to put their
name on the ballot The deadline is
Friday.
We understand why some of you
would hesitate to rush into this commitment.
But someone has to. It is one of
the top faculty positions on campus,
and without a committed person like
Miller in that job, faculty could lose
out on a lot of tough issues.
Here are a few qualities we think
the new regent should possess.
♦ Guts. As one of only three
elected members of the Board of
Regents, it's important for the new
regent to be a voice not only for faculty, but everyone else on campus.
Keep faculty at the top of your list,
but remember that your decisions
affect the entire university. Be an
advocate for faculty, but remember

L

everyone else at Western counts on
your decisions.
♦ Passion, definitely not the lusty
kind, but the dedicated kind. As we
said before, a regent has the ability to
institute change. The regent needs to
be energetic, not burned out on life or
Western.
♦ Time. They need to have time
to do their own homework. We
expect the new regent to do a lot of
research about how issues may affect
faculty and what impact decisions
may have 20 years down the road.
♦ Diversity. We're not saying the
new regent has to be a minority. But
we feel the regent should have an
understanding of diversity issues on
campus, and the board should con-

.,_,,u ■u Only one

person has added their
name to the ballot to
become the next faculty

~t
. . . . . . . . Jt•s a lot of
respori$1billty, bUt It's too
ifl'.IP()rtant a P0$ftion for facu~not to compete for the

Job

sider diversifying itself in terms of
race, gender, age and ethnicity. There
are a lot of different people here, and
they all have different needs. The
new regent needs to understand this.
♦ Respect. It's great to have a
regent who isn't afraid Lo walk into a
room and slate their case, but they're
only one person. The new regent
should be someone who is respected
in their department or college. We
hope that respect carries over.
Those are just a few suggestions.
We could name more. We could even
nominate people we think would do a
good job. But frankly, we're afraid
we might overlook a glowing candidate.
It's up Lo faculty members to
nominate someone.
Dietle said nominations can be
made simply by calling, e-mailing or
dropping him a note by Friday afternoon. One faculty member can nominate another, or if you think you've
got what it takes, nominate yourself.
His extension is 5731. E-mail him at
robcrt.dietle@wku.edu
Good luck. We all need you.
This editorial represents the
majority opinion of the Herald's 11member board ofstudent editors.

Tops and Bottoms •••
To the four SGA members who
ok a ride on Topper Transit, thanks for
inting out all of the kinks.

Boo to the thieves in Egypt Lot. Everyone
else has to buy their own CDs. You should
too.

Kudos to Bowling Green for hosting the
temational Festival. Not only did we learn
melhing, but there was good food, shoir
pmg and entertainment.

Speaking of Egypt, Southwest Hall looked
like the Nile overflowed on the first floor last
week. Let's make sure it doesn't flood in our
posh dorms again.

Shelia Dunn, Western's operator,
swers 500 calls a day. Maybe we
ould call her just to say thanks today.

m 7C

iii

iPi

=

Boo to Topper Transit not making its
scheduled stops. If you want us to use it,
there has to be some consistency.

♦ Originality counts. This isn't
+E-mail us at herald@wkuherclass, so please don't submit plagia- ald.com.
rized material.
♦Call us at 745-6291.
♦ Letters shouldn't be more
than 250 words.
.The Herald reserves the right to
♦Letters must include your
edit
all letters for style, grammar,
name, phone number, hometown
and classification or title. Without length and clarity. The Herald does
it. they will not be considered for not print libelous letters.
publication.
. Letters may not run in every edibon due to space constraints.
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Students fooled by scam, again
BY JOSEPH LORD

Herald reporter

It was the same sales pitch.
Megan Summers, a sophomore from Portland, Tenn.,
knew something was wrong last
Thursday when she heard a student talking about a magazine
subscription that she had just
purchased.
"[ told them, 'You won't
ever see a magazine,'" she said.
A group from a company
accused of scamming students
by selling fake magazine subscriptions in January was back
on campus last week.
Florence freshman Sally
Eggleston said she purchased a
subscription Thursday from a
man standing between Central
Hall and Downing University

Center. He told her he worked
for Paragon Marketing Group
in Antioch, Tenn.
PMG representatives could
not be reached for comment.
The Better Business Bureau
of Middle Tennessee, Inc., has
given PMG an "unsatisfactory"
rating, saying the company has
received "a large volume of
complaints alleging non-delivery of magazines despite the
company receiving payment in
advance,'' according to the
bureau's Web site.
Eggleston said she gave the
man, whose name she did not
remember, $20 cash for an Elle
Magazine subscription. The
man told her he needed to earn
points for his employer.
Summers was told a similar
story last year by PMG employ-

ee Mike McGuire. She gave a
$58 check to him to pay for a
52-week
subscription
to
Football Digest.
McGuire told Summers he
was raising money for his
Public Speaking and Broadcasting class, and was eligible
to win a trip to England by
earning points for magazine
subscriptions, Summers told the
Herald last semester. The man
also sold subscriptions to two
other women in January.
Summers said she has yet to
receive any magazines.
She tried to keep Eggleston
from the same fate last week,
she said. Summers notified
campus police about magazine
salesmen on campus claiming
to work for PMG, while
Eggleston tried to get her

money back from the man.
But,
when
Summers
returned to DUC with campus
police, the magazine salesmen
were gone.
Although Campus police
Capt. Eugene Hoofer did not
know of Thursday's incident, he
said he expected PMG representatives will return to the Hill
eventually.
"Sometime this year they
will show up," he said.
But they will be told to leave
campus immediately if caught
soliciting magazine subscriptions, Hoofer said.
"If they were on campus we
would run them off," he said.
Reach Joseph Lord at
news@wkuherald.com.

FUNDS: No answers yet
C•::,":~::~,y:o:·:~d a:". ~~:i1:E~~r::·: ::
mentation of the spending would
be provided to the Herald and
SGA by the beginning of this
wcck.
In light of the recent budget
irregularities, SGA on Tuesday
appointed congress member Nick
Todd to head a financial review
committee.
It will examine several issues,
namely what happened to the
money for the gazebo.
Taylor said la~t week that the
missing money was used for
computers in the SGA office. The
bill pa~sed by SGA in April 2001
stated that only leftover money
would go toward the gazebo
fund.
He also said that after SGA
bought computers for its offices,
no money wa<; left for the gazebo.
He said an outline of the SGA
budget showing where the money
was spent will be given to the

where the $8,000 leftover from
SGA's $90,000 yearly budget lies
with members of the organizalion's executive council.
But SGA president Jamie
Sears, who served as vice president when the decision was made
to use the $8,000 elsewhere, said
she was never involved with the
gazebo or the decision.
She said the decision would
have fallen on the shoulders of
former SGA president Leslie
Bed0.
"Leslie made those decisions and
did not consult," she said.
Bedo could not be reached for
comment last night.
Many SGA members were
unaware until this semester that
the money for the gazebo was not
spent on the project. But Taylor
said the SGA Constitution allows
the president to act when
Congress is not in se~sion.
The focus for SGA now shifts
to finding out exactly where the
money has gone.
Todd said the new committee,
which includes Taylor and SGA
Vice President of Finance Ross
Pruitt, will try to find out where
the budgeting problem occurred
and why. He said he also wants to
make the budget easier to understand.
Dana Lockhart, a member of
SGA Judicial Council, said he is
eager to see what executive council members instruct the review
committee to look into. He considers the formation of the committee a step in the right direction.
"How big of a step awaits to
be seen," he said.
It was a petition signed by
Lockhart and congress members
Brooke Smith and Sam Stinson
that helped spark the investigation into SGA's budget.
Pruitt is hopeful a new budgeting system adopted by SGA this
year will help prevent more problems. The new format, he said,
will give congress members a
more accurate view of the budget.
Taylor said he worked with
Pruitt in creating the new system,
which will show a complete itemization of expenditures.
Reach Molly O'Connor at
news@wkuherald.com.

DoE: Player
is leaving
Con,

Of course, using condoms is the only way to protect

Many women stop having periods altogether after a few

yourself against HIV/AIDS or other sexually transmitted

months and some may experience a slight weight gain.

diseases, but make sure you're also as protected as

You shouldn't use Depo-Provera if you could be pregnant,

possible against pregnancy. That's why more women than

if you have had any unexplained periods, or if you have

ever are choosing Depo-Provera -

a history of breast cancer, blood clots, stroke, or liver

it's 99.7% effective

when administered on time every 3 months.

disease. When using Depo-Provera, there may be a
possible decrease in bone density.

Remember. Oepo-Provera doesn't protect you from
HIV/AIDS or other s~xually transmitted diseases.

Depo-Provera. One of the best and most convenient ways
to protect yourself from pregnancy. Ask your health care

Some women using Depo-Provera experience side

professional if prescription Depo-Provera is right for you.

effects. The most common are irregular periods or spotting.

See what Oepo-Provera is all about.
Call toll free 1-866-519-DEPO or

visit De po-Provera .cot'V).
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Sports Information Director
Paul Just said that in a conversation Monday, basketball coach
Dennis Felton - who was on the
road and unavailable for comment last night - told him Doe
was quitting basketball.
"It was my understanding at
that time that Michael was leaving the team and the university,"
Just said.
Doe's father confirmed as
much by telephone last night.
''The only thing I could get
out of Michael is the academic
requirement and the demand of
the school itself was a little too
demanding on him," Peter Doe
said. "And he didn't feel like he
could contribute sufficiently to
basketball and take care of his
academic requirements."
Doe, who could not be
reached for comment, was
majoring in business at Western.
His father said Michael will
probably go to a school in
Central Florida, but he won't
play basketball.
The father said his son wa~
interested in several other activities at school, including the
minority council and various
church activities, that playing
major college basketball didn't
allow him to do.
Doe's departure could be a
blow to the basketball program,
which looked to be grooming
him as 7-foot All-American
Chris Marcus' heir.
"He was doing excellent in
basketball," Peter Doe said. "In
fact, Coach Felton called me last
week and said Michael was
improving every day he was on
the basketball court. He said he
was doing great. I think the basketball team is disappointed that
he is leaving, and a lot of other
folks, too."
Count Doe's father among
them.
'Tm not jumping up and
down about it," he said. "We
tried to explain to Mike that basketball or no basketball, it was an
education. He just felt he couldn't do it anymore."
Herald reponer Kyle Hightower
contributed to this story:
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SGA
holding
forum
BY MOLLY O'CONNOR

Herald reporter
The Student Government
Association will sponsor a
dining services forum at 4
p.m. Oct. 17 for students with
questions and concerns about
on-campus food.
SGA president Jamie Sears
said SGA decided over the
summer to hold a monthly
issues forum to promote regular contact between students
and administrators. SGA hosted a parking forum earlier this
month.
The dining services forum
is an opportunity for administrators and students to get the
feedback they want, Sears
said.
Gene Tice, vice president
of Student Affairs and
Campus Services, said he is
anxious to hear what feedback
and concerns students have
about dining services.
"The idea sounds great to
me," he said.
Sears said topics that may
be discussed next month
include the new dining
options offered on campus,
such as Grille Works, and the
new options in Garrett Food
Court.
"I think students are going
to want to talk about those,"
she said.
Other topics, Sears said,
may include future plans for
dining services.
Sears said SGA chose dining as a topic for the October
forum because it is an area
that is changing greatly this
year, and students need to
know of the changes near the
beginning of the school year.
The parking forum held
earlier this month drew few
students. But Sears said SGA
will do more to attract students to the dining services
forum. She said she expects
more people to come and
voice their opinions at the
event.
Sears said while some
administrators may not know
all the needs of students, they
are eager to talk to them and
will do so at the forum.
Dining Services director
Barry Wells said the more
information students have, the
better.
"I'd be happy to participate
in it," he said.
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DoRMs: 'The needs of students are different from many years ago
rooms."
In a survey by the Student Life
Foundation, a list of ideas was given.
Students wanted private bathrooms, their
own thermostat, security, privacy, more
electrical and data outlets, community
and classroom space, courtyard and
lobby areas, and fire protection systems.
In addition to what was requested, the
two buildings also have kitchens, complete with ice machines, laundry rooms,
and community rooms where students
can study and socialize.
Some students have also brought in
other pieces of furniture, like couches
and futons, to give their room a more

COIITINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

reopening.
The construction on the buildings and
common area cost $16 million and took
15 months to complete. Together,
Northeast and Southwest house 600 students.
Ben Ellis, residence hall director of
Southwest, said the new dorms are a positive thing for Western. The renovations
were based on students' opinions.
''The needs of students now are different from many years ago," Ellis said.
"Like in the '70s, you were lucky to have
a TV and a microwave. Now, students
have basically designed their own

"home-like" feel.
Louisville sophomore Elizab~th
Gholami lives in Northeast. Her favonte
part of the renovations is the private
bathrooms.
"We don' t have to shower next to
other people anymore," she said.
It took determination to snag a room
in the newly renovated dorms. Gholami
camped out for six and a half hours.
She said most of her neighbors like
the directional halls better than the dorms
they lived in last year. She thinks many
of the residents will return next fall.
President Gary Ransdell said the
dorms, along with a remodeled Diddle

Bates-Runner Hall, and the
Arena an~ and Technology Hall will
new Medthia ality of life at Western and
improve equ
b t enrollment.
oos
people were in attendance
100
About nony including Mary Park
at the cerei
th first' residence ha II d'1rector
Meador, ed to be West Hall. She spent
of what use West when it was first built
12 years at
b the changes.
d
and was amaze
, b li'eveY
how beaut1·ruI th'1s 1·s,"
"I cant e
dd"
'd "A renovation was nee c ior
she sa1 .
some time."

agan at news@ wkuherReach Laura H
aid.com.
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WE ARE PROUD TO
INTRODUCE OUR NEW
PHYSICAL THERAPIST,
JASE PINEROLA

WHAT ELSE Do You WANT?

Certified Strength and
Conditioning Specialist
• Appointments are Necessary
• Jase is Available Mon, Wed, Fri
from 1 - 4:30 p.m.
For More Info, call 745-5641, or
check us out on the web at
www.wku.edu/healthservices

Reach Molly O'Connor at
news@wkuherald.com.
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Scholarship awarded

DEPO-PROVERA ContraceptJve lnJect1on
(medroxyprogesterone acetate inJectable suspension, USP)

Service One Credit Union
awarded its $500 annual scholarship last month to Bowling
Green
graduate
student
Cynthia Vance Hines.
Hines is pursuing a master's
degree in business administration and received an undergraduate degree in health care
administration from Western.
The Service One Credit
Union Endowed Scholarship
was established by Service One
and the WKU Foundation to
give yearly financial assistance
to a credit union member.
The scholarship is open to
all credit union members that
are returning students to
Western.
Applications for next year's
scholarship will be available in
February.
-Rex Hall Jr.

This product is intended to prevent pregnancy. It does not protect against HIV
Infection (AIDS) and other sexually transmitted diseases.

Cleaning
your
closet?

What Is DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
DEPO-PROVERA Contracept,ve Injection is a form of birth control that is given as an
intramuscular inJectron (a shot) rn the buttock or upper arm once ev<ery 3 months ( 13 weeks). To
continue your contraceptive protectJon. ~ must return for your next rnJectJon promptly at the
end of 3 months ( 13 weeks). DEPO-PROVERA cont,•ns medroxyprogesterone acetate. a
chemical s.imilar to (but not the same as) the natural hormone progesterone. which is produced

by your ovanes dunng the second haff of yO<Jr menstrual cyde DEPO-PROVERA acts by
preventing your egg cells from npe;n1ng. If an egg 1s not released from the ovanes during }'_Our
menstrual c:y<le. rt cannot become fertirtzed by sperm and result "' pregnancy DEPO-PROVERA
also causes changes in the hrnng of your uterus that make rt less likety for pregnancy to occur.
How effective Is DEPO,PROVERA Contraceptive Injection!
The efficacy of DEPO-PROVERA Contracept,ve ln1ectron depends on following the
recommended dosage schedule exactly (see "How often do I get my shot of DEPO-PROVERA
Contraceptive lnjectionr). To make sure you are not pregn•nt when you fir>t get
DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive lnJect1on, your first 1,nJection must be given O,NLY dunng
the fir<t 5 days of a normal .menstrual penod; ONLY wrthrn the first 5 days after chrldbrrth rf not
breast-feedrn~ and. rf exdu"""IY breast-feed,n& ONLY at the srxth week after chrldblrth It IS a
long·term 1n1ectable contraceptive when administered at 3-month (13-week} intervals.
DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptn,e lniectron is over 99% effective. makrng rt one of the most reliable
methods of brrth control ava,lable. This means that the average annual pregnancy r.te II less than
one for every I00 women who use DcPO-PROVERA. The effectiveness of most contraceptve
methods depends ,n part on how reliably each woman uses the method. The effectiveness of
DEPO-PROVERA depends only on the patent retum,ng <,very 3 months ( 13 weeks) for her next
injection. .Your health-are provider will help Y0<J compare DEPO-l'ROVERA with other
contracept ve methods and g,ve Y0<J the rnformaton you need rn order to decide whrch
contraceptive method ts the nght choice for you.
The following table shows the pen:ent of women who got pregnant while usrng drfferent ~nds of
contraceptve methods. It ~ves both the lowest expected rate of pregnancy (the rate expected
,n women who use each method exactly as rt should be used) and the typical rate of pregnancy
(which includes women who became pregnant because they forgot to use their brrth control or
because they drd not follow the drrections exactly)
Percent of Women EJcperlenclng an Accidental Pregnancy
In the Flrtt Year of Contlnuout Uae
Method

DfPO PROVfAA
lmnlants !Norplant)
Female ~tenhution
Ma~ stenli1:it1on

Loweat
EJcoected

1\n>lcal

OJ
01•

OJ
01•

0.2
0I

04

-
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)

O r al contracept~ (pill)

Comb,oed
Pmg,,togenonty

0. 1

i'rogesLtwt

10

o.s

IUD

J

c~TJ80A
Condom (Without sperm1C,clt)

0.8
l

D,aptngm (w,th 'P"'""'~•)

6
6
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18
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19
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Cerw.:al t.io
Withdr4w,tJ
Penodic ab,1ineni. r

~•ideaJone

•
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• rf you have had cancer of the breast
• rf you have had a stroke
• if you have or have had. blood clots (phieblus) ,n your legs
• ,r you have problems with your liver or hver disease
• 1f you are allergic to DEPO-PROVERA (medroxyproge,terone acetate or any of rts other
rngredrents).
What other things should I consider before using DEPO-PROVERA
Contraceptive Injection?
You will have a physical examinat,on before your doctor prescnbes DEPO-PROVEI¼. It ,,
important to tell your health-<:are pl'O\llder if )'0<J have any of the follOW1ng:
• a family hrstory of breast cancer
• an abnormal mammogram (breast x-ray). fibrocyst,c breast disea,e, breast no<Jules or lump, or
bleedrng from your nrpples
• kidney disease
• irregular or scanty menstrual periods
• hrgt, blood pressure
~~t~~e headaches

:

• epilepsy (convu~ions or seizures)
• drabetes or a famrly hrstory of dmbetes
• a history of depression
• 1f you are taking any prescription or over-the-counter medications
This product ls Intended to prevent pregnancy. It does not protect against
transmission of HIV (AIDS) and other sexually transmitted diseases such as
chlamydia, genital hel1)es, genital warts, gonorrhea, hepatitis B, and syphilis.
What H I want to become pregnant alter using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive
Injection?
Because DEPO-PROVERA IS a long-acting birth control method.1t takes some time after )Our last
ttiJectJon for its effect to wear otT. Based on the results from a large study done ,n the Unrted St,,te
for v.omen who stop usmg DEPO-PROVERA rn oroer to become pregnant n IS e>qJected that
about half of those who become pregnant v.,II do so rn about IOmonths after their last mtectron,
about two thords of those who become pregnant v.111 do so ,n about 12 months. about 83% of
those who become pregnant IMII do so ,n about 15 months: and about 93% ofthose who become
pregnant w,U do so 1n about 18 months after their last in1ection The length of time you use
D£?0-PROVERA has oo effect on hem kJnS? ~ takes_you to become J)rel!'l<lllt attei· )<JU stop , ng t
What are the risks of using DEPO-l>ROVERA Contraceptrve Injection?
I.Irregular MenstrlJ()J Bieec/1ng
The side effect reported . most frequenUy by women who use DEPO-PROVERA for
contraception IS a change m their normal menstrual cycle. Dunng the first ye,lr of LI'! n
DEPO-PROVERA. )OU mrght have one or more of the loll0v.1ng changes. rrreg,Ji.lr c,,unpred1ctable bleeding or spotting. an increase or decrease in menstrual bleeding. or no ~ i;,
at all.. Unusually heav-,, or contnuous bleedrng howeve~ rs not a usual effect of DEPO-PROVE/v,;
and ~ thrs happens you should see your health-care prwder nght av.ay Wrth continued use of
DEPO-PROVERA. bleedrng usuatly decreases and many women stop ha,rng penod, comp! teiy.
In cl,n,cal stud,es of DEPO-PROVERA. 55% of the women stud<ed reported no men,truai
bleedng (amenormea) after I year of use.and 68% of the v.omen studied reported no men,trual
bleed ng after 2 )'ea" of use. The reason that your periods stop rs because DEPO-PROVERA
causes a resting state 1n your ovanes. \/v1'len your OYanes do not release an egg monthly, the
regular monthly growth of the lrn,ng of your uterus does not occur and. therefore, the blee<J,ng
that comes with your nonTIJI menstruatJon does not take place. Vv'hen you stop using
DEPO-PROVERA your menstrual penod will usually. ,n tme. return to ns normal c:y<le
2.llone M,nerol O.,ng,s
Use of DEPO-PROVERA may be assooated with a decrease m the amount of mrneral ,tared ,n
your bones. This could increase your nsk of developing bone fractures. The rate of bone mineral
loss is greatest rn the early years of DEPO-PROVERA use. but atter that. rt begins to resemble th•
norm.iJ rate of age-related bone mmeral loss.
3.Concer
Studies of women who have used different forms of contraception found that
who us,~
DEPO-PROVERA for contracepton had no rncreased o,erall n.,; of developing uncer of th•
breast. ovary. uterus. cervix, or lrver. HOVv'CVer; women under 35 years of age whose first exposure
to DEPO-PROVERA was within the previous 4 to 5 years may have a ~rghtJy increased rrsk of
developing breast ~er S1m1t.v to that seen with oral contraceptives. You VK>llld d1')(uss th,s with
yO<Jr health-eare provrde,

women

Vag,~
~

Sell your stuff
Herald Classifieds

before childb1nh
used a~er chikff;l1rt.h
N,-,m-,

Sourc~: Trus\CI! ~ . Oba.,, Gyn -cl 9, 76·558-567

6

9

ii;

18
28

"

• From Norphr,t .,ttk.\~ l!'ls~t

Who should not uee DEPO·PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
Not ail women should use DEPO-PROVERA. You should not use D'PO-PROVERA if you have
anx of the.followrng condrtJons
• ,f you thrnk you mrght be pregn.mt
• if )'0<J have any vaginal bleed,ng Without a ~nown reason

~:~~<~jc'1f'6'$..""o"%RA " such an effectwe contraceptive method. the r,llc of ucrdental
pregnancy for women who get their shots regularly (<,very J months [13 weeks]) rs ve,y low
Whrle there have been reports of an increased nsk of low brrth we,ght and neonatal rnfant death
or other health problems 1n infants concetved close to the time of 1nJect1on. such p~n,mc1es J 1..
uncommon. If you think you may have become pregnant whrle u,ng DEPO-PROVERA for
contraception, ~e your health-Ci1re provider as soon as pos~ble
5.Alle,grc Reoc,oos
Some women using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive ln1ectron ha,e reported severe and
potentially hfe-threaten,ng allerg,c reactions known as anaph~aios and andf)h~acto<d reacnons
S)'.':'ptoms ,nchJde the sudden onset of hwes or swelhng and rtchrng of the sk,n, breath ng
drfficulne< and a drop in blood pressun,.

60th<r Rtsks
Women who use hormone-based contraceptives may have an increased risk of blood I ts
<\l'Oke Also. ,r a contraceptive method fail~ there rs a pos~bihty that the fertilrzed egg ~i°begor
to~ ovelop outStde of the uterus (ectop,c pregnancy). Whrle these events are rare WI
1,1 )< ur health-e,1re provider if you have any al the problems hsted m the n xt sect· )'OU
WC hat symptoms may signal problems while using liEPO ;r'R·OVERA
ontraceptive Injection?
•

,haul~

:;iirPO-~'l!l"vi~ provider rmmed,ately ,f any of these problems occur following an in1ection

• sharp chest pam. cough,ng up of blood, or sudden shortness of breath (. d. "
·b
in the lung)
in ica..,ng a possi le clot
• sudden severe he,1dache or vomiting. dizziness or fainting. problems rth
·h
speech. wenkness. or nu_mbness in an arm or leg (1ndicatmg a possibl; ~ u)r eyesig t or
• severe parn a< swellrng rn the calf (indicatng a poSS<ble clot ,n the leg)
e
• unusually he..ivy vaginal bleedtng
• ~ pa,n or tendemess 1n the lov,.,er abdominal area
)lstent h'.n, pus, or bleed,ng at the mJect1on srte
e possible side effects of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive lnJectlon?
1

vft:i'

::!h~rGa\

You m•y expenence a weight ga,n while you are usin DEPO PRO
the women who used DEPO-PROVERA in clinical trialsg
rt ·
VERA. About two thrrds of
durrng the fir,t year of use. You may continue to garn ~ t e~ a ~gr ga,n of about 5 pounds
large study who used DEPO-PROVERA for 2 years gamed ~ er
rrst yeac Women rn one
tl1ose 2 years or app=mately 4 pounds per ar. Worn
average total of 8.1 pounds over
,verage tOtdl of 13.8 pounds over those 4 ye~ or app en, whoe!yccrnnued for 4 years ga,ned an
who contrnued for 6 years gained an averag,; total
t
.5 pounds per yea,: Women
approx.rmatei)' _2. 75 pounds per year:
· pounds over those 6 years, or
Other Side f:ffects
In a cl,n,cal study of over 3,900 women who used DEPO
orronPRported the following effects that may or may n~;~ERAbeenfor up to 7 years some
· OVERA. Irregular menstrual bleeding. amenorrt,
related to their use of
c1amps, d1uiness. ~akness or fatigue, decreased sexuaf~ headache, nervou~ess, abdominal
discharge a< rmtatJoo, breast swelhng and tendemes~ bioa esrre, 1~ cramps, nausea. vag,nal
t~kaclie depress,on, rnsomnia. acne, pelvic pa,n, no hair g ~ swel rng of the hands or feet
e>. and 1omt parn. Other problems were reported by
or excessive hair loss. rdsh, hot
tn,ls but some of these could be serious These indu/"ry few of the. women rn the cl,n,cal
allele reactions. fainbng, paralysis.
ela~tlSJons. Jaundice,. unna.ry tract
0 return to fertihti deep vein
,m
.\ pu monary embolus. breast cance, or cervical '
s~~ Id nng your use of DEPO-PROVERA. discuss them
If thhese or any other problems
u
any r,recautlons be followed d
your ••Ith-care l)!'Ovlde,
Contraceptive njectlon?
urIng use of DEPO-PRO.VERA

;y~65

~r;tect'1,ns,

osteoporosis

~~•r.

IM< ,.cJPu1x1s

IJunng ·he trme you JrC usrng DEPO-PROVERA,
p,,crcds may stop complete~. If
,or contraception, you ma sl<i
regularly every 3 months ( 13 wee~
~nave been rec
. eivmg your DEP(j,PR~~rAAod. or yO<Jr
that ,au may be pregnant see you h Ith you are probably not pregnant H0
rn1ectrons
LLaboratory Ttst tmer•JCr~s
r ea ·care provider:
wever. 1f you thin~
If you are scheduled for an l·"DEPO-PROVERA for
y ...,ratory tests tell your health
Dll'O-PROVERA.
contracepnon. Certarn blood tests are~ provrder that )'OU are u,ng
Drug lnteructx)ns
ected by hormones such as
Cytadren (amirqlutethrmid~
effectiveness of DtPQ PR e is. an anticancer druo th
4 NursJnf1 Mother,,
• OV RA rf the two drugs are-~ven"~u.'.::iayth•gn,ficanUy decrease the
Althougn DEPO-PROVERA
g e same nme
effects ha,• been found n thcan be. passed to the nursing rnfant th
produmg mrlk. so rt ~ be ese ch,ldren. DEPO-PROVERA d~n e breast milk: no harmful
DEPO-PROVERA that rs
Used by nursing mothers Howeve not Prevent the breast from
6
a~er childbrrth ~sed to the infant rn the first weeks at tt mrnrmrze the amount of
~~w often do I get my ';j;'~fsg~Pong DEPO-PROVERA fi~ c ~ shoold wart until
. recomm. nded dose of DEPO
·PROVERA Contra
toptron.
~le rntramu •ular rn ection
-PROVERA ,s ISO m eve
ceptlve Injection?
8

wt.,

s\l.~t;: ~~ firit rn1ecti~~; ~~t?Ji ';J;ft<;i!"' To mik! ~:~i~":' )~""' ,n a
DE PO.PROVE RA ~;')fu~ penad if used follow,ng ;:~: be gr.en ON LY du';.';; ~~~:

tishoJ°eks
after chrldbrrth if you!';:."e":cf'n 5 ldays a~er childbrr~rrr ~ chrld, the fi"t W:ection of
~ ) between rniections, or Ion ~•: y breast-feed,ng. If you are ~at breast-feeorng or

u
terrnin, that you are not pre/nant :fireweei<s after delivery,~~~=r t'.'3n 3 months
Rx only
grvmg you your rn1ection of D~
~~
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Former and current Western students help with the show "Outlook," which is taped on campus every Wednesday. From left, Dr. Lou Turley, Dr. Bill Pfohl and Dr. Carl Kell talk
with the "Outlook" producer Barbara Deeb.

A wfzole new

STORY BY J ESSICA SASSEEN
PHOTO BY PATRICIA HESS

Outlook
Students, professionals
put on public affairs program

Signature
Beer of the
Week:

n a dark comer of the WKYU-PBS station,
inslrumental music begins to play. Barbara
Deeb flashes a ca\ual smile as the studio lights
grow brighter.
She looks into the camera and a\sertively, yet comfortably, questions her guest~.
Behind the stage, students and professionals work
hand-in-hand to produce "Outlook," a half-hour educational program tackling community and national
issues.
"It's a public affairs program," said Louisville
senior Kathleen Speicher, associate producer of the

BAIER STREET
ClHIIBCOC (Q)Ulr 01UIR. WIEIBillY
SlPECrrALS 1i 1

Sundav
$1.50 Domestic Bottles
ALLNIGHf!
ONLY BAR OPEN TIL 2 am.!!!

Mondav
Monday Night Football
50¢ drafts 25¢ wings

Tuesdav
NO Cover with WKU ID!
$2 Domestic Pitchers

Wednesdav
Ladies Night! No cover for the Ladies!
Ladies also get 50¢ drafts and $1 wells

Thursdav
Check out our bartenders in
BIKINIS! $1 drafts and
$3 Red-headed Shots from 10-til-close

Fridav
GREEK NIGHT!!!
Fraternity with most members 9 p.m.12 am. get $1 pitchers til 2 a.m.
*must be wearing letters

Saturdav
$3 Red Bull and
$3 Red-headed Shots all night!

1265 COLLEGE STREET • 196-4001
www.ballerbOVSb ar.com

show. "It's informing the public about different area\
and issues and situations that are going on."
On Wednesday afternoons, the show comes
together when guest~ are invited into the WKYU-PBS
studio in the Academic Complex.
They enter the set through a narrow hallway linL'Cl
with posters of famous PBS characters like Big Bird
and Barney. The studio is a large, dark room filled with
small stages, props, and cameras.
A bright light is beaming on a simple desk and
chairs. "Outlook" 1s taped live in the small, newly
refurnished comer of the studio.

"Ughts, Camera, Action"
When WKYU-PBS wa\ converted from a campus

station to a local public television station, Deeb, formerly of Channel 13 news. returned to public broadca\ting.
By working with a 13-pcrson professional staff,
"Outlook" relics on student volunteers and
employee~.
•·students run the cameras, run the switcher,
they dub tapes, they run audio. they make graphics," Speicher said. "Bas1cally, they do a lot of the
production."
The students receive no class credit for their
work, but they say it's well worth their time.
Sophomore production manager Aron Pryor feels

S£

UTlOOK PUE
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dell.
nt Gary RansThe way I see it,
• 1t
. was bo d
to happen Th
un
movcrs-and--shake two biggest
Hill were bou d ers on top of the
dell routinelyn : clash. Ransthat affect all stu: es decisions
My readership dents at Western.
•
' ozens strong ·
gomg to my head.
, is
My life, up until Tu
bee~ a string offrivoliti~:/: hsadt
Louis Rams were 0-3
y .
beads, ?Ought downt~wn Ya/~:
IntematJonal Festival
.
, were not
1
getting
any results. To
topi·t all
0 ff
'
, my messenger bag, (a.k.a.
Man Purse) was putting ad t.
my masculinity.
en m
B~ically, I had no easy column ideas.
So, left with no option, I raided my column cellar and found
Ransdell
and11me locked m· mortal
b '"
com
at. vve
just arm
wrestling,
for ,a actually
bet.
I h
bee
ave
n lusting after his
two parking spaces near Schneider
for weeks I've hiked up
the Hill like a sucker while my car
gathers dust in the gravel lot
across from the Kentucky Museum. If I arm-wrestled him I
would demand his parking spaces
~ the spoils of my impending
victory.
But having a big idea left
some questions unanswered.
Why would the Big "G," or
"Ransdy" if you prefer, take on a
punk. like me?
Money.
But after buying my iPod, I
don't have enough to make things
interesting; so that's out. I needed

M

!"I~

...................
*** ACT NOW! Guarantee

S

-•■

UPERPICKS
Hollan Holm

something else to put on the line.
It hit me with the force his
hand will have behind it when I
slam it onto the table - my column. It's approximately 600
words on any subject. If Ransdell
beat me, I would have to relinquish my column
space to him.
1
lfl win, get his parking
space
1
for a week; if he wins, get out of
1
writing this
couldn't
Jose.column for a week.
On Tuesday, I brought the
challenge to him at the
Directional Hall ribbon-cutting. 1
felt a little like Mr. T's character
Clubber Lang from "Rocky ill"
standing in the crowd waiting to
challenge Rocky to the title fight.
Well, except I'm not 250 pounds
of muscle covered in 500 pounds
of fake gold chains; also,
Ransdell is in no way cut like
Sylvester Stallone, unfortunately.
He saw right through my charade.
"So let me get this straight,"
Ransdell sort of said. "If you win,
you get my parking spot. But if I
win, I get to do your job for a
week?"
He's crafty, I thought. But then
again, they don't just give his job

SPRING BREAK

...................

Wanted! Spring Breakers!
Reps travel for FREE!

the best spring break prices!
Lowest Price Guarantee!
South Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida & Call 1-800-795-4786 or email
Mardigras. TRAVEL FREE, sales@suncoastvacations.com!
Reps Needed, EARN $$$.

...................

Group Discounts for 6+.
1-888-THINKSUN

#1 Spring Break Vacations!

to any schmuck.
After much dell.berau·on we
settled all the details. We will' arm
wrestle right-handed - our
weaker arms. We'll throw down
on the 50-yard line of Feix Field
on a date to be announced.
We compromised on this deal
if I wm· I get his parking

-

,

spaces for a week. I'll double
park and take up both spaces. If
he wins, I have to walk his dog
Topper for a week and live the
st
re of my life in shame.
I will take on Ransdy for the
students of Western. I will take on
th
e Big "G" for America. But
mostly, 1 will take on the prez for
th th
his parking spaces, bo of em.

Picks 0' the Week

♦

Take that last $3 you were
going to spend on food to
·
J's Fn·day rug
· ht to hear the
Ttdbal
Western-rock sounds of Pal
Haney. Haney, considered by
Tidball's employees to be one of
the most successful musicians
from Bowling Green, will start
playing at IO p.m.
♦ Now that you're broke and
hungry, wake up early on
Saturday morning and go to the
Medical Center 10k Classic. The
run begins at 9 a.m. and the registration fee is $30. Be crafty and
dump water on yourself so you'll
appear sweaty. Then, sneak in at
the final kilometer of the race and
feast on peanut butter and jelly
sandwiches at the finish line.
You ask Hollan Holm what he
thinksofPresidentGaryRansdell?
He pities the fool. E-mail him at
hollanholm@hotmail.com.

MISC

...................

HELP WANTED

HELP W ANTEl)

...................

NEED GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS? Go to
WWW.CARDGALLERY.COM
or call 1-800-428-3479

Bartending Trainees
needed. $250/day
potential. Local positions

---

...................

...................

...................

t1on, she said.
Wh I
I
· h
o e cu lures
·
1 are
Sh vams 'dmg as a resu t.
e sa1
Americans should be concerned
with correcting these problems
first. And while viruses like the
plague and Ebola play a part in
the grand scheme of things,
HIV ·
k'
·
h
1s ma mg its way to ~ e
top of the ranks at an alarming
pace.
.
HIV has been designated a
national sec~r~ty issue, and
Garrett says 1t 1s a brand new
'd ·
epi emic.
"Desp1te
·
a11 the k now 1edge, and all the condoms,
40,000 people a year (in the
United States) seem to be getting HIV," Garrett said.
As the slide show ended
and the lights came back on, a
call for questions came. No
hands rose.

Get Paid For Your Opinions!

110% Best Prices! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida,
( 1-888-844-6478 dept 2626) /
www.springbreakdiscounts.com Texas. Book Now & Receive
Free Parties & Meals. Campus
Reps
Wanted! 1-800-234-7007
Early Specials! Spring Break
endlesssummertours.com
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 days
FOR SALE
$299! Include Meals, Parties!
Awesome Beaches, Nightlife!
Departs From Florida!
Buy a Vibrating Tongue Barbell
LOST
Get Group- Go Free!!
for $48 - get a French Tickler
•••••••••••••••••••
springbreaktraveI. com
Barbell for just $5. Then
Dog Gone. Orange & White
1-800-678-6386
choose any other piece of body
male Brittany Spaniel from
jewelry for 50% offi Only at
Chestnut St. Call History Dept.
Early Spring Break Specials!
Golden Blade in the Mall
or 842-8804.
Cancun & Jamaica From
782-7090
$429! Free Breakfast, Dinners
& Drinks! Award Winning
$49,000 will buy this mobile
FOR RENT
Company! Group Leaders
business. Nice rental units.
Free! Florida
5-2 bdrm, 1-3 bdnn & 1-1
"
Vacations from $149!
bdnn. Call 843-2101 before
FREE UTILITIES!! &
springbreaktravel.com
8 pm or 202-0597.
Minutes to campus. New
1-800-678-6386
carpet, private laundry,
huge pool. 1 bdrm $459;
SPRING BREAK '03 with
2 bdrm $549 all utilities
StudentCity.com! Air, Hotel, included. Call now 781-5471.
HELP WANTED
FREE FOOD & DRINKS
and 150% Lowest Price
Only one 4 bdrm left!
THE HOLIDAY INN
Guarantee! REPS
Adjacent to campus.
UNIVERSITY PLAZA
WANTED! Earn 2 FREE
All appliances including
HOTEL & CONVENTION
TRIPS, VIP treatment & cas~ !
washer & dryer. CALL
CENTER
Call 1-800-293-1445 or email
SIMS REALTY. 842-7919.
l 021 Wilkinson Trace
•
I
sales@studentc1ty.com.
Bowling Green, KY 42103
Close to campus I bdrm. apt.
Currently have positions for:
$275-$300 month. Lease and
Kitchen: Sous Chef
deposit required 846-2397.
Restaurant: AM Server

...................

decline of interest from
Amer1·can citizens, Garrett
said
·
She said Americans should
be concerned because bioterrorism causes chaos in socicty.
She has traveled to Russia
d
h d V
an
researc e
ector, a
bioterrorism program that
employed over 70,000 scientists.
She has also traveled to
Africa and India to research
d h
the Ebola virus an
t e
plague.
The audience watched with
interest as Garrett showed
slides of Africans and Indians
who had lost their entire families to those diseases, which
have been virtually non-existent 1·n America.
"The urbanization of remote

20 yr old drummer with 14 yrs.
experience looking for guitarist,
bassist, etc. for a new project.
Call 791-7823.

...................

...................

Earn $15-$125 and
more per survey!
www.dol1ars4opinions.com

...................

...................

__....--

..................

...................

...................

Great deal 2 bdrm. apt.
$350/mo. Lease and deposit
required 846-2397.

...................

3 bdrm. at St. James Apts.
J133 Chestnut, some utilities
paid, $575/mo.781-8307

....................

Home for Rent. Clean, neat &
freshly painted. 3 bdrm.'. l 1/2
bath, laundry room, eqmpp_ed
kitchen. Central heat & air.
Carpet & window treatment.
Approx. l mi. from camp~s.
$265 per student + deposit.
References required. No pets.
Call 791-3551.

...................

Big I bdrm.
.
$350/mo. + deposit & some
utilities. 796-7949

Close to WK
· · U·

Banquets: AM/PM Set-up
Benefits we offer: 40 IK sav-

ings plan, paid vacation, holidays, health & dental insurance,
paid life insurance. Excellent
working conditions EOE M/F
Apply within the hotel lobby.

•••••••••••••••••••
Bartenders needed. No
experience necessary. Earn up
to $300 a day. Call

...................

1-866-291-1884 ext.232.

Reach Adriane Hardin at
news@wkuherald.com.

Fraternities• Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this s~l'T!ester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hou~ fundra1~1ng event. q~r programs
make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundra,smg dales are
filling quickly, so get with the program! ft works .. c;ontact
CampusFundraiser at (888) ~23-3238, or v1s1t

www.campusfundra1ser.com

...................

Local Property
Management Company

seeking part-time receptionist.
Tues.-Thurs. 9-1 plus eveiy other
Saturday. Apply in person @
908 Broadway Ave.
No phone calls.
Clerk for law office: Mail

resume & class schedule to
P.O. Box 3 I 00
Bowling Green KY 42102.

®

Now Hiring Drivers!
• Earn $10 to s12 per hour
with mileage & tips

Apply in person Wednesday
through Sunday after 4:30 PM
at Domino's Pizza:

• Flexible hours

If you're motivated,

hard-working,
honest and have that entrepreneurial
spirit... come to Papa. Papa John's
Pizza is one of the fastest growing
companies in the U.S. and currently
seeks the following:
• Delivery Drivers
• Order Takers
• Pizza Makers

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Flexible Schedules
A Fun Work Environment
Pizza Discounts
Comprehensive Training
Cash Paid for Mileage
Reimbursements-- Every
Night for Dnvcrs
Bi-Weekly Paychecks
Potential for Advancement
Paid Vacations
Tuition Assistance
Don't wa,t---apply today at the
Papa John's nearc,1 you.

Hiring for Thursda)·-Sunday shifts

1922 Russellville Road
(across from Gateway Shopping Center)
(Near Campus)
390 31 W By-Pass
(Next to Blockbuster)
Equal Opportunity Employer

Beller lngcdients.
Better Pizza.

•www.wkuherald.com•

Applicants must be 18 or
older and have a dependable
car with insurance.

• Take cash home daily!

• Part-time or full-time

5-Star Express: Delivery

Driver Needed. Flexible
Schedule. No uniforms!
Call 843-9900.

Whtie the audience was
quiet during the question session, many seemed to enjoy
the lecture.
David Lee, chairman of the
Cultural Enhancement Committee was pleased with
Garrct;'s presentation.
"I thought she gave a very
strong presentation with sharp
detail," he said. "She is very
serious about public health
issues.".
.
Madisonvillc sernor Lindsay Gilmore stuck around
after the lecture to buy a
signed copy of Garrett's
book.
" I really liked what she
said about going to the root of
the problem," she said.

1-800-293-3985 ext 214.

.... .............

...................
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• Meal discounts

2201 Stonehenge Ave.

• Advancement opportunities

(Just off of Veteran's Memorial
Blvd. near the Water Park)

Help Wanted
~ Lifeskills,

Inc.

Respite Provider
Lifeskills is seeking caring,
competent and fun person to
assist individuals with developmental disabilities.
Primary duties will include
helping individuals with pursuing their interests in the
community, and providing
supervision and care in your
home, the community, or at
the home of the individual.
Providing transportation
using a personal vehicle will
be required. Hours arc flexible, but mainly evenings and
weekends will be required.
Interested persons must
complete required trainings.
be at least 18 years of age
and possess a valid driver's
license and insUDnce.

-

For more infonjion

please con~
Michelle Timbrook
at (270)842-2274

~~
i1
f {i:

.

Need males &
females to earn
$100 to $150 per
week refereeing
Jr. High & JV
basketball.

We Train!
1st meeting Sun.,
Sept. 29 @ 2 p.m.

Warren East High School

Call Phil Burkeen 781-9176

Get a Job.
Look in the Classified
section of the Herald!

September 26, 2002
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:@i!FLOOK: 'Helps a great deal'
0.!lilllfllU fdl FR oM PA llE 7
l)\";lfkipg, with "Outlook'' provides
a11 valuable experience for both
ei:nployees and viewers.
' ' "'Phe, way that I look at it, it
•alltlws Viewers to see a different
sltle;of•the story," Pryor said. "We
cadJJeM\ a lot more here than we
·dd m'classes. After we get out of
Here, we can get a job based on
·b~1and experience."
I

:1,,

·'

I

,On. today's show...
Deeb said the idea for the
'shdW'Was'derived from a need to
•~l)owcase 'public affairs in the
Hf
ituv_onity. '
1
•• "J"Witry to do timely, infonna,tlve topics," she said. "For examPl~L ~qen there were school
Jsn.pu~s •and the situation last
y~~;;~!tli.9/11, right away we
were on that."
choice for show topics
and guests is usually made by
Deeb.
,
"Outloqk" has a rich history of
interesting and famous guests,
including the late Wendy's restaurant founder Dave Thomas,

The

"Designing Women" actress
Dixie Carter and fiction writer
R.L. Stine.
The show also spotlights community and campus leaders like
President Gary Ransdell.
UJ?Coming shows will feature
segments on race relations, alternative lifestyles, meningitis, family court, senior citizens issues
and Senate Bill 55.
"We do some segments that
are usually covered in the news,
but you get such a small amount
of information over a short period
of time," lead director of "Outlook" Cheryl Beckley said.
"What we are able to do is take
that information and pull it out to
the point where people can not
only get that information but
understand it and use it."
One guest in particular stands
out in the minds o( the show's
administration.
A comedian named Geri
Jewell, who has cerebral palsy,
was the featured guest. Jewell
used the opportunity to talk not
only about her humor, but also
about her disease. According to

Deeb and Beckley, this remains
the most requested show.
Recent guest Melinda Joyce,
director of Pharmacy at The
Medical Center, said that "Outlook" •provides an important service to the community.
"When you are able to have a
local personality such as Barbara
Deeb . . . address timely topics
and find appropriate guests to
bring that infonnation," Joyce
said, "it brings a new dimension
and helps a great deal."
As the weekly taping wraps
up, the camera pans slowly back
to Deeb and the instrumental
music returns.
People anxiously work behind
the scenes to close another show.
The process of gathering ideas,
booking guests and thinking of
interview questions will soon
begin again.

"Outlook" airs Friday at
6:30 p.m. and Sunday at 5:30
p.m. on WKYU-PBS.
Reach Jessica Sasseen at features@wkuherald.com.
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good-tb'isSaturday and Sunday (9/28 & 9/29) only

*one coupon per customer per visit

f CD's fot
'{'housan:: ~9 or Less
oNL~ · · at
-VD's starting
D oNL~ $9.99

GRAND OPENING
THIS S*lURDAY !
lJ
N
(' :;.,··

) ' ),'

..,, Locally owned and operated. WKU community, this is
your Music and Movie store! Finally the right selection
for the right price!

Mon-Thurs
Fri-Sat
Sun

780-0045

10AM-9PM
10AM-10PM
Noon-7PM

Every woman is unique. And, every stage of a woman's life is
different.
The physicians and staff of Women's Health Specialists are
dedicated to caring for the unique healthcare needs of women
throughout their lives, including the active and sometimes
challenging college years.
Women's Health Specialists will work with each young woman
individually to provide her with the health services and information
necessary to tackle all the new experiences associated with college
life. They offer a full spectrum of care from routine exams, such as
annual pap smears and prevention screenings, to discussions on
various birth control options. Obstetrical care for expectant mothers
and surgical procedures for gynecological problems are also
provided if needed.
Women's Health Specialists participates with most major insurance
companies.

Located on Campbell Lane in the
Kroger Shopping Center
. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·

Jeffery W. Nem~c, MD • Philip N. Priebe, MD
Deborah A. Kasica, MD • Devin G. Trevor, MD
(j(_Jo meH 1a ~

Paffl i Ef} Pcia/{;/.,;

Located next to The Medical Center

aturday and Sunday (9/28 & 9/29) only

*one coupon per customer per visit

Medical Arts Building • 350 Park Street, Suite 203
Bowling Green, KY 42101 • (270) 781-0075
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Y~~ JOin
-~h~rch of Christ
their fall lesson series.

STORM: Stopping pass will be key
COHll!U~II

D

Re a C h ngthe lost
•
t
d
Bu I I ng UP the
• n saved
Wtogo r k I g
ether to
OUt tO

■

September 2 9 - October 4
Sunday 9 am and 6 pm
Monday-Friday 7 pm

.

821 Old Morgantown Road
Bowling Green, Ky 42101
270 842-788 o
Check us out on the web!
www.westendchurch.com

( )

get
to heaven

GREA

Sweet Home Alabama (PG-13) .......................
Sweet Home Alabama (PG-13) .......................
The Tuxedo (PG-13) ........................................
The Tuxedo (PG-13) ........................................
The Four Feathers (PG-13) ..............................
Trapped (R)......................................................
Possession (PG-13) ..........................................
One Hour Photo (R) .........................................
The Barbershop (PG-13) ..................................
Spy Kids 2 (PG) ...............................................
Signs (PG-13) ...................................................
Master of Disguise (PG) ...................................
Austin Powers in Goldmember (PG-13)...........

2:00
12:45
l: 15
2:30
l :00
2:00

4:45
3:00
4:00

1:45
1:15
1:00
2:00
1:05
1:00

4:30
4:30
3:00
4:30

7:15
5:30
5:00

4:00
4:45

3:00

7:00
7:45
7:00
7:15
7:25
7:10
7:00
7:20
7:45
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I bring a different game to the
field," Chandler said. "I'm not
real big, I just play my responsibil·u·
1 es and try ,,o be ·m the best
position I can be in."
While the defense is making a
name for itself, the offense is trying to get some consistency while
transitioning to a more liberal
passing attack.
''The few times where we
actually got in the red zone, we
didn't put the ball in the end zone.
That's what we need to work on
this week," senior running back
Jon Frazier said.
Harbaugh has shuffled his running backs more often than a Las
Vegas dealer, but said Frazier and
senior fullback Jeremi Johnson
will get the call this week. Frazier
is second on the team with 243
rushing yards behind senior quarterback Jason M1·chael w1·th 258.
"When competition is keen,
and competition is even, it's
going to be that way," Harbaugh
said. "I think that's healthy.
You've got to be on your 'A'
game and you can't have a bad
game. You can't have a bad practice. You've got to be sharp, and I

thinkit'sbroughtoutlhebest."
Western will have to be sharp
against a Cowboy defense chat
allows a m1croscop1c
·
· 38 rushing
yards per game - tops in Division I-AA.
McNeese State was picked
No. 1 in the Southland Conference preseason poll and hasn't
disappointed. On its way to a 3-0
start, the Cowboys have beaten
Grambling, Division I LouisianaMonroe and Youngstown State.
Although going OUL'lide the
conference to play a top team
usually isn't desirable, Hamaugh
said it will help make up ground
lost in the defeat to Western
Illinois.
"And we'd like to think of
ourselves as one of the premier
teams in I-AA football," he said.
''To be regarded as lhat at the end
of
season, I think you have to
testthe
yourself."
Western will sharpen its pencils today and Friday, and the test
will be handed out prometJy at 7
p.m. Saturday in Louisiana weather permitting.
Reach Keith Farner at
sports@wkuherald.com

► Sn,orts Briefs- - - - - - -

9:45
8:00
9:30
10:00
9:40
9:50
9:50
9:25
9:30

Sun Belt Conference play
Monday at Florida International.
Paul Just's replacement as
Western hopes to extend a
sports information director was two-game win streak against the
named Tuesday afternoon.
Golden Panthers (0-8-1).
Starting Oct. 1, Brian FremCoach Jason Neidell cauund will take over the position, tioned the Lady Toppers not to
moving up from the assistant SID focus on FJU's record.
position he held at Western since
'They may be the best 0-8-1
1999. Fremund also served as team in the country," Neidell said.
assistant SID at New Orleans and "They' re a fantastic team.
as interim SID at Jacksonville They've played a really tough
University. He was chosen from schedule, including Duke and
more than 50 candidates to North Carolina, two of the top
replace Just, who worked 32 five teams nationally."
After a surprise upset again~t
years at Western, 24 as SID.
- Kyle Tucker Florida International last year,
sophomore forward Allison
Women's soccer at FIU
Nellis expects tlie Golden
After a successful weekend at Panthers to be ready for Western.
'They're a really good team,"
home, Western (5-3) will open

New SID named

5:00
5:00
5:30

'he ~

Thomas showed the group has
depth to -go along with talent and
heart, filling in for injured free
safety Antonio Veals. Veals is
expected to miss two to three
weeks after spraining the medial
collateral ligament in his 1ight
knee in the first quarter against
Youngstown.
But this quartet isn't new. All
four are either juniors or seniors,
but just had bad timing for their
arrival on the Hill.
"We've got some excellent
people back there," Harbaugh
said. "'I11eir problem was they
beh. d
happened to play
m some
very excellent people as well."
NFL draft picks Joseph
Jefferson and Mel Mitchell, along
with All-American Bobby Sippio
and the unsung two-year starter
Kyle Moffatt, were those excellent people.
Chandler, though, said he isn't
trying to be like his fonner teammates.
"I'm not near as athletic as
Bobby Sippio or Joseph Jefferson
or even Mel Mitchell, but I think

oes God answer my prayers?.
IS Go d listeni'ng to me?
Can I talk to God?

·1

~ ..·,,..

9:45
9:15
9:55

Box Office Opens at 3:30 Monday - Friday
Open Weekends at 12 :30

Nellis said. "It's going to be a
tough game, but hopefully we can
come out with a win."
-Jay lively

Sun Belt boncn

1

Western cross country runners
Daniel Roberts and Olga Cronin
received Sun Belt Performer of
the Week honors for their performance in last weekend's Old
Tuners Classic.
Roberts, a sophomore, fmished sixth among college runners, covering the 5-mile course
in a personal-best time of 26:20.
Cronin received the honor for
the second time in her career. The
senior won Saturday's race with a
time of 17:26.
-Adam&dens

Special
Sweet & Sour CIINIHR

$4.50

inn
1475 Kentucky St.

Open Daily 11 am-1 0pm

cl»M
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782-5429
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i Congratulations to Sarah I
i Rutherford on her ArP
little sis bid & to Jonathan I
i Qualls, our Sir Fidel. I
i

I

BLUI-BIBBDN WINNIBS,
STB4111T
rBDM CANTON CDUNTBT.
Every now and then. the best cooks rom all acr~s.s the

Also we were happy
to accept a homecoming
bid from ~A.

~

Southwest get together for a friendly little compe11t1on they
call the Canyon Cook-Off. After samplin' the best of this year's
recipes. we couldn't resist bringin' a few back home to share...
and let you judge the winner fer yersdf!

CBEESBBUR&ER TACO

12 OZ. CBICIBN-FRIED
RIBBYB

L&VACAIB
Oven-fresh chocolate
cake, oozing with hot
{udge...surrounded with
strawberry glaze and
vanilla ice cream........ S4.99

Nearly 'big as Texas! ~ juicy
Ribeye. breaded and fmd·up
g_oldcn brown. Served with
Smashed Taters, Colorado
cornbread and Southwest
gravy ................. .SU.99

SIILLBT PORK CARNITAS
Sizzling chunks of slowly
roasted pork in a tangy honeyvinaigrctte. Served with
authentic flour tortillas
and all the fixin·s ........ .S9.99

TUMBLE
H W ES T

FLAT IRON
PBPPBRCORN STEAK
An incredibly tender 8 oz. cut.
Mesquite-grilled and topped
with fresh peppercorn. Served
with baked tater and Colorado
cornbread .............. .S9.99

ED s~t~r:::::i
9, R ILL • 813V

Bow-ling Green - 1780 Scottsville Rd. - 842-511

••

Half-pound Mesquite-grilled
burger. smothered in American
and pepper jack cheese. wrapped
in two soft flour tortillas
with Southwest mustard
and lettuce. Served with
Texas Toothpicks ....... .S7.99

(perpe....,

-...,,.. ______
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·Notable

C:ontactc

• Western '.s' soccer team, which
beat Louisville in double overtime last night, did so with five
•starting players from Louisville.

Sports editor Kyle Tucker:
sports@wkuherald.com
Photo editor Andreas Fuhrmann:
photo@wkuherald.com
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Football

Swimming

Tops calm before
McNeese stonn

Hit-and-run suspect
turned in by father

BY KEITH FARNER

Herald reporter

BY JOSH BUCKMAN

Facing the No. 2 team in the nation on the road is already a
tall order. Having to do that in the middle of a tropical storm possibly even a hurricane - could make it nearly impossible.
That's what Western football faces this weekend when it
travels to Lake Charles, La. to square off with No. 2 McNeese
State (3-0).
Tropical Storm Isidore is lurking near the Gulf Coast and
could pound the McNeese State campus by game time Saturday
night.
"You're certainly aware of those things and you think about
them, but it's not really going to
change our game plan much,"
J;
head coach Jack Harbaugh said. Countdown
''They throw the ball more than we tomckoff
=~
do, so it's probably something they
wony about more than we do."
'l'tplwlldl- It.
The Cowboys pass an average
of 19 times a game and score near- WHEN: 7 p.m. Saturday
WHERE: lake Charles, La.
ly 35 points, so to say the Western
defense will be tested is to say a
tropical storm produces rain.
In the middle of that high-octane offense is senior wide
receiver Jermaine Martin.
Martin holds program records in passes caught (127) and
receiving yards (2,058). He isn't alone, though. Tight end Jeff
Hamilton has caught 29 passes and scored seven touchdowns in
his career.
A week after building its confidence with two second-half
interceptions in a win over No. 11 Youngstown State, the
Topper secondary isn't worried.
"First of all, we go into the game knowing that we have
equal opportunity against any wide receiver we're going against
to play a good game," senior cornerback Carl Birts said. "We're
just going to play our coverage."
Through four games, this group is trying to make a name for
itself. Even before the preseason started, they were faced with
the daunting task of replacing arguably the best secondary
Harbaugh has coached in his 41 years on the sidelines.
Cornerback Jeremy Chandler and free saf~ty Antonio
Thomas saved the day when they melted two Peqguin drives
last week with key picks.

SEE STOHi Pu£ 11

Herald reporter

b k

TL
Thomas Cordy/Herald
1 rJrOW aC : Spring Hill, Tenn., freshman Mike Grammatico,
top, plays in men's rugby action Saturday at the intramural complex.
Western lost to Middle Tennessee State 35-10.

The driver that hit Western swimmer Lori Ludwiczak. and
fled the scene Friday night was turned in to Kentucky State
Police by his father on Monday.
The driver of the sport utility vehicle, an 18-ye~-old male,
struck Ludwiczak.'s 1996 Chevrolet Blazer. Accordmg to state
trooper Chad Winn, no arrest was made. Once the report is finished, the case will be turned over to the Warren County
Attorney's office to determine what charges, if any, will be
filed.
While one loose end in the accident appears to be tied,
Ludwiczak is still dealing with the reality of her injuries. She
was taken to The Medical Center after the wreck and was
released Monday afternoon.
"I suffered three broken ribs and a neck injury," said
Ludwiczak, a sophomore. "My stomach hurts, and I'm having
a hard time taking my pain medicine."
But as she recovers, teammates are thankful it wasn't
worse.
"We were scared," senior teammate Deanne Thomas said.
"She knows she's lucky."
The Lady Topper swimmers will now have to deal with the
loss of Ludwiczak., the 2002 Sun Belt Conference finalist in
the 100 and 200-meter breaststroke. Doctors expect she won't
return to the pool for at least a month.
That will be tough for a Western squad that lost nine seniors
from 2001. But Coach Bill Powell remains confident.
"Our kids are great at rising to the occasion," Powell said.
"Somebody will fill in for her and do a great job. We do what
we have to do. We lose somebody, somebody else steps in."
With the first meet of the season less than a month away,
members of the team are hopeful for a quick recovery.
"I'm not worried about losing Lori," Thomas said. "I think
she'll only miss one or two meets, and the first one doesn't
even keep score."
Powell said Ludwiczak's injuries will take time to heal.
"Ribs are hard to heal, especially for a swimmer. You use
that part of your body a lot, so it's going to be tough on her,"
he said. "She's a tough kid, and she wants to get back. And the
more you want it, the quicker you get back. I know she is going
to get back quicker than most people."

Reach Josh Buckman at sports@wkuherald.com

Lady Tops win SBC opener on road
BY MICHAEL CASAGRANDE

Herald reporter
The Western volleyball team took its
first step toward a three-peat in the Sun
Belt East Division by knocking off
Middle Tennessee 3-1 on the road last
night to open conference play.
The Lady Toppers improved to 15-4
for the season, but more importantly,
earned their first crucial conference win.
"It was a huge win for us," coach
Travis Hudson said. ''They came out to
prove something tonight."
Western won despite a .196 hitting percentage. Only once in the past four games
have the Lady Toppers hit above .200.
Sophomore middle hitter Amanda
Schiff led the team with 16 kills and a .333
hitting percentage. Schiff said the start of

photo by Jae S. Lee
Western's Amanda Schiff reacts after, blocking a spike by Middle
Tennessee State's Katie Thiesen in the fourth set of Western's 3-1
win at Alumni Gym in Murfreesboro, Tenn., last night.

Men's soccer
<

j

conference play has pumped some energy
The Lady Toppers responded behind
into the travel-weary team.
the leadership of senior setter Sara Noe
"I think we played with tons of emo- and her 44 assists. Western took the final
tion," Schiff said. "We came out ready to two games, both tightly contested, 30-26
play."
and 30-28. The Lady Toppers held MTSU
Sophomore outside hitter Amanda to a .143 hitting percentage in the third
Cecil continued her recent hot streak by and won the fourth and final game despite
recording a double-double with 10 kills a meager .098 percentage themselves. It
and 12 digs. And while pleased with the wasn't perfect, but a good first step.
win, Hudson noted some room for
'1t was a great win," Noe said. "It's
improvement, sounding a bit like Yogi
good
to start out 1-0 in the conference."
Berra.
Western
will put its 16-game home
"I don't think we played well, but I like
winning
streak
on the line when they
how we played," Hudson said.
The battle-tested Lady Toppers ran into return to Sun Belt action at 7 p.m. tomoran upstart group of Blue Raiders. MTSU row against Louisiana-Lafayette at the
spoiled Western's hopes of getting home Preston Health and Activities Center.
early Wednesday night, dropping the
Lady Toppers 30-23 in the second game to Reach Michael Casagrande at sports
@wkuheral.d.com
even the match.

"We just flat out wanted it more than they did "

'

_Buerger's penalty kick gives Tops win over U of L in 20T
BY DANNY
SCHOENBAECHLER

Herald reporter
Ben Buerger stood 12 yards away
from a gigantic Hilltopper win.
As a large contingent of Western
fans looked on, the senior prepared for
his most important shot of the season.
Buerger, a midfielder, slid a shot
into the lower left comer of the net to
give Western's men's soccer team a 10 double-overtime win over Louisville

last night at Cardinal Park.
"It was awesome," said sophomore
defender Scott DeGaris, a Louisville
native. "I think we had more fans than
they did."
Western (5-2-1) was led by five
Louisville natives in the starting lineup.
Buerger, one of the Western starters
from Louisville, finished the winning
penalty kick with three minutes left in
the second overtime.

The Toppers were awarded a free
kick just outside the 18-yard box,
when freshman defender Clay
McMillan quickly played a pass to
sophomore
midfielder
Justin
Goodman. As Goodman attempted to
cut past a defender, he was fouled. The
always controversial penalty kick set
the stage for Buerger's heroics.
"We just flat out wanted it more
than they did," Western coach David
Holmes said.

The shutout is Western's third of
the season. But the Toppers had given
up three goals in each of their last
three games. Western was 0-2-1 during
that stretch.
"This was our best defensive performance of the season," Holmes said.
"We are maturing as a team and really
playing well."
DeGaris said he thinks the win
came at a great time.
"It gives us confidence," he said.

luau hrlstauhar
TO Gttl
•

•

This Nashville band has been
featured on MTV's Undressed,
TNT and other national venues.
This is one show you do not
want to miss!

Located in the Downtown District of Bowling Green

270-783-0088

"And the shutout will really give the
defense confidence."
The game was Western's sixth consecutive road game. The team will
finally come home tomorrow night
when Memphis comes to town.
"This game and the Memphis game
are a good prelude into the conference
games," Holmes said.

Reach Danny Schoenbaechler at
sports@wkuherald.com

